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Abstract 
 

Text-to-speech (TTS) systems for many widely 

spoken languages have been developed and evolved 

over the last few decades. Such systems are being used 

in many different fields. Since these TTS systems have 

differences in the perceived sound quality, many 

speech quality test methods have been proposed to 

compare and evaluate their performance. Test 

materials for these tests, however, are language 

specific and hence cannot be used for TTS systems 

developed for other languages such as Urdu. In this 

work, we have presented a speech quality test material 

specially designed for Urdu TTS systems. The 

proposed test is conducted using the perception of both 

blind and non-blind native speakers to evaluate 

naturalness as well as phoneme, word and sentence-

level intelligibility of recently developed Urdu TTS 

system. Furthermore, a qualitative comparison is 

performed between two most popular methods for 

building TTS systems.  

 

1. Introduction 
 

Text-to-speech systems (TTS) are commonly used 

in everyday life, e.g., in navigation devices, public 

announcement systems [1] and entertainment 

productions [2] . It also plays a crucial role in the field 

of telecommunication, industrial and educational 

applications. TTS systems for foreign languages such 

as English, German and Japanese, have been developed 

long ago and are well established today [3]–[5]. 

However, research on the development of TTS system 

for the Urdu Language, which is a national language of 

Pakistan and is spoken by more than 162 million 

people worldwide [6],  is still in its earlier stages [7]. 

This paper is an attempt to assess the speech quality of 

recently developed Urdu TTS system [8]. This effort 

will enhance man to machine interaction possibilities 

and overcome the literacy barrier for the semi-urban 

and rural population of Pakistan. 

Speech quality is a multi-dimensional term and its 

evaluation contains several problems [9][10]. Speech 

quality of a synthesizer is determined by its similarity 

to the human voice (i.e., naturalness), its ability to be 

easily understood (i.e., ineligibility) [11] and its 

suitability for certain applications [10][12]. Moreover, 

it is reported that different applications prefer different 

features’ evaluation. For instance, the high speaking 

rate with speech intelligibility features is usually 

preferred over naturalness in reading machines for the 

blind. On the other hand, in multimedia applications or 

electronic mail readers, prosodic features and 

naturalness are considered as essential features [13]. 

Subjective evaluation of speech synthesis is usually 

done by listening tests according to standards described 

by ITU-T Rec. P.85 [14]. Several methods have been 

developed during last decades for assessment of 

synthetic speech. However, no single evaluation 

provides a foolproof assessment method that focuses 

on both naturalness and intelligibility aspects of speech 

at different levels (phoneme, word, sentence or 

comprehension) and can provide useful and reliable 

information about the quality of TTS system. In 

addition, prior studies indicate that test materials 

developed for subjective evaluation of TTS need to be 

language specific [15]. Moreover test material should 

be large enough to represent a variety of language 

features (representativeness), while at the same time 

short enough not to distract listeners' attention 

(compactness).  

In this study, we have designed both compact and 

representative subjective testing material for the 

evaluation of Urdu TTS systems. The proposed tests 

have been conducted on blind and non-blind Urdu 

native speakers and results have been reported about 

speech quality of Urdu TTS system. These results not 

only evaluate TTS speech quality but also help to 



figure out areas that need to be considered for further 

improvements in TTS. Furthermore, this work also 

compares the two widely recognized approaches to 

build speech synthesizers, i.e., unit selection [16] and  

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [17] , with the aim to 

identify which one is better choice for generating Urdu 

synthetic speech in terms of both naturalness and 

intelligibility.  

The remainder of this paper is divided into 

following sections: Section 2 briefly describes the 

architecture of Urdu TTS system. Section 3 explains 

the design of subjective quality test and testing 

materials selected for this purpose. The procedure and 

comparative results of two voice synthesis approaches 

are reported in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. Finally, 

Section 6 concludes the findings of this research. 

 

2. Urdu TTS System Architecture 
 

Urdu TTS system converts Urdu text into synthetic 

speech waveform as shown in Figure 1. TTS system 

generally consists of two main modules, Natural 

Language Processor (NLP) and Speech Synthesizer. 

NLP pre-processes the input text including 

abbreviations, dates, and numbers; and converts into its 

appropriate phonetic description annotated with 

prosodic and context dependent information. Speech 

Synthesizer then generates corresponding speech signal 

using the description provided by NLP. Overall speech 

quality of TTS system relies on both of these modules. 

 

 

Two different types of concatenative synthesis 

approaches have been used in Urdu TTS system. First, 

the classical unit selection (US) method that 

synthesizes speech by concatenating pre-recorded 

human speech waveforms and hence requires a large 

amount of speech database [4]. Second is Hidden 

Markov Model-based synthesis (HTS) that uses 

statistical models instead of actual speech units [18] 

and for this reason its footprint is very small (less than 

10MB), compared to unit selection approach. More 

architectural details of Urdu TTS system are available 

in [18] and [19]. 

 

3. Design of Subjective Test 
 

The design of subjective test highly depends on the 

application domain where TTS system is to be 

deployed. For example a TTS destined to provide 

traffic information asks for a more specific type of test 

materials than TTS to be used as news/screen-reader 

for the blind, where test materials should cover 

vocabulary from a wide range of topics (e.g., religion, 

sports, literature, health etc.) and multiple sentence 

structures [20]. Urdu TTS system belongs to the second 

type of category, and hence quality test is designed 

comprehensively. The test contains a total of 1010 

words out of which 496 are unique. These words are 

taken from news, literature, and daily life 

conversational vocabulary. Total speaking time of the 

test is approximately 9 minutes and response time is 

around 20 minutes. 

The theme of this subjective test revolves around 

four questions: (a) Is Urdu TTS system mature enough 

to deliver any type of speech content with the 

acceptable clarity of voice and the underlying message? 

(b) Is Urdu TTS' voice as pleasant as that of human 

beings? (c) Is Urdu TTS system suitable for both the 

blind and non-blind communities? (d) Which one of the 

two speech synthesis approaches (HTS or US) is a 

better choice for Urdu TTS based on the criteria set by 

above questions? To answer these questions, a group of 

subjective tests is conducted categorized under 

intelligibility and naturalness tests that are briefly 

explained below. 

 

3.1. Intelligibility Tests 
 

Intelligibility tests focus on the ability to identify 

what is spoken regardless of whether it sounds robotic 

or human-like, noisy or clear. Good quality in 

intelligibility includes an understanding of spoken 

utterances with correct perception at each level of 

speech units from phonemes to sentences [21]. 

Intelligibility tests designed at segmental, sentence and 

comprehension levels for Urdu TTS systems are 

discussed below.  

 

3.1.1. Segmental Test With segmental evaluation 

methods intelligibility is tested at smallest speech units, 

like phonemes. In contrast to vowels, consonants are 

difficult to recognize in synthetic speech, because of 

sudden spectral transitions and multiple excitation 

signals [20] and hence test materials usually focus on 

consonants [13]. Moreover, syllable-initial and 

syllable-final consonants are perceived differently by 

listeners [22]. For this reason, it makes sense to break 

Figure 1 Architecture of TTS system. 



down the segmental-quality evaluation of TTS for 

consonants in both initial and final positions within 

monosyllabic words. For this purpose, a test set is 

designed containing 64 pairs of confusable rhyme 

words. Words in a pair differ in their initial or final 

consonants. The consonants are equally distributed 

among 4 phonemic distinctive features (8 word-pairs 

per feature per position). Few examples are shown in 

Table 1, for complete dataset please refer to Tables A-

1 and A-2 in Appendix A. 

 

Table 1 Examples of segmental evaluation test. 

Phonemic 

features 
Description 

Pairs with 

different 

initial 

consonants 

Pairs with 

different 

final 

consonants 

Voicing 
voiced - 

unvoiced 
 ، پ اتpɑ:t̪/ پ ات

bɑ:t̪/ 

، /bɑ:p پ اپ

اب  /bɑ:b پ 

Nasality nasal - oral 
،  /molمول

ول  /bolب 

ام
 
،   /t̪ɑ:m پ

اب
 
 /t̪ɑ:b پ

Aspiration 

Aspirated – 

Non-

Aspirated 

ال ھال /bɑ:lپ   ، ب 

bʰɑ:l/ 

،   /bɑ:p پ اپ

ھ اب   /bɑ:pʰ پ 

Sibilation 
sibilated - 

unsibilated 
ھال  ، کال ɑ:l/ hʧچ 

kɑ:l/ 

، /sɑ:z  ساز

ھ
 
 ht̪ɑ: s /ساب

 

These rhyme words are tested through following 

carrier sentence: 

ں؟یکا مطلب بتا سکتے ہ ----آپ اردو لغت سے لفظ  ایک (1)  

kæɑ: ɑ:p  ʊrd̪u lʊɣәt̪ se lәfz ----- kɑ: mәt̪lәb bәt̪ɑ: 

sәkt̪e hæ: 

What- kæɑ: you- ɑ:p  Urdu- ʊrd̪u dictionary- 

lʊɣәt̪    case marker-se word- lәfz ----   case 

marker- kɑ: meaning- mәt̪lәb tell- bәt̪ɑ: can- 

sәkt̪e tense aux- hæ: 

 “Can you inform me the meaning of --- word 

from the dictionary?”  

First, a pair of rhymed words is visually presented to 

the subject. Then one word of the pair embedded in the 

carrier sentence is aurally presented and the listener's 

task is to indicate which of the two words was spoken 

as part of the sentence. The carrier sentence is sensitive 

to segmental errors in the word to be tested, as there is 

a lack of contextual information that can assist listeners 

to predict the segment not heard. Furthermore, all the 

cognitive information that is required for this 

recognition task is provided to the listener before the 

auditory presentation. Hence, an error in identifying the 

word can be regarded as a direct measure of TTS 

systems’ inaccuracy. 

This diagnostic test can highlight the misidentified 

phonemes and help to localize the problem points for 

improvements. The obtained measure of segmental 

intelligibility is simply the percentage of correctly 

identified words distributed among 4 phonemic 

distinctive features. 

 

Table 2 SUS test sets. 
Sr. 

No. 
Sentences-Set1 Sentences-Set2 

1 

ا۔ ھ گت 
 
ٹ ی  اری سے ب 

 
ت
 
ز رف ی 
 
ز ت  می 

:æag hse bæT a:ri t̪e:z rəft̪me:z  

ہاز ے کے ج 
 
ت ے پ 

 
 لگے رون

e: ro:ne: ləge:t̪t̪pə : kedʒəha:z  

2 

ے لگا۔
 
ہت
ب  ذ   
 
ں   کاغ اغ می   پ 

ba:ɣ mẽ: ka:ɣәz bæhne: lәga: 

اب
 
ے آواز کی کت

 
مکت
 لگی چ 

kit̪a:b ki a:va:z tʃəməkne: 

ləgi:  

3 

ا۔ ی روں پ ر لی ٹ گت  ے ت 
 
ت پ  ہاز ا  ج 

dʒəhaz əpne pærõ: pər le:T gæa: 

ت
 
ے طرح کی لہو درخ

 
 لگے اڑن

d̪ərəxt̪ ləhu: ki t̪ərha uɽne 

ləge:  

4 

لگے۔ ے 
 
ت
 
پ و
 
ے ب
 
ت پ  اب   کے 

 
 کت

kit̪ab ke pət̪t̪e: Tu:Tne:  ləge: 

ے ری ت
 
ت پ  ی روں ا ی لی ٹ پ ر ت 

 
 گئ

re:t̪ apne: pærõ: pər le:T gәi: 

5 

ت پ ر سے
 
ے لگی۔  درخ

 
ت
 
پ و
 
 سڑک ب

d̪ərəxt̪ pər se səɽək  Tu:Tne: ləgi: 

اغ ز کا پ  اگل می  و پ  ھ کر ہ 
 
ٹ ی  ا ب   گت 

ba:ɣ ka me:z pa:gəl ho kər 

 æɑ:g hTbæ 

6 

ے لگی
 
مکت
ے کی آواز چ 

 
ت
 
پ و
 
وا ب  ہ 

həva TʊTne ki avaz tʃəməkne 

ləgi 

وا ھ ہ 
 
ٹ ی  ھا کر ب  ی مرچ 

 
 گئ

a:  gəi:hdʒʊrər mk h əva: bæTh 

7 

وں پ   ت کرسی 
 
لگےدرخ ے 

 
ت چ  ا
 
 ر پ

d̪ərəxt̪   kʊrsIjõ: pər natʃne ləge: 

ڈے کچ ے
 
ت اپ

 
ے پ ر درخ

 
ت چ  ا
 
 لگے پ

kətʃtʃe: ənDe: d̪ərəxt̪  pər 

na:tʃne: ləge:  

8 

ی
 
ھا گئ ت کی آواز مرچ   ری 

a: gəi:hdʒʊrki a:va:z m t̪e:r 

ک
 
ش
 
اں خ ت 

 
وی ز ج  ے پ ر می 

 
ت
 
پ و
 
ں ب  لگی 

xʊʃk  dʒu:t̪i:jɑ̃: me:z pər 

Tu:Tne: ləgĩ: 

9 

و ک ج 
 
ش
 
ںخ ے لگی 

 
اں لہو کی طرح اڑن ت 

 
 ی

xʊʃk  dʒu:t̪i:jɑ̃: ləhu: ki t̪ərha: 

uɽne ləgẽ: 

ڈے کچ ے
 
ے سڑک سے اپ

 
ہت
 لگی ب 

kətʃtʃe ənDe: se səɽək bæhne: 

ləgi: 

10 

لگے ے 
 
و کر رون اگل ہ  ڈے پ 

 
 کچ ے اپ

kətʃtʃe: ənDe: pagəl ho kər 

ro:ne: ləge: 

ے کے آواز
 
ہت
ز سے ب  ا لی ٹ می   گت 

a:va:z ke bæhne: se me:z le:T 

gæɑ: 

  

3.1.2. Sentence level Test Segmental intelligibility 

at sentence level is usually evaluated through 

transcription task of semantically unpredictable 

sentences (SUS) [23][24]. SUS sentences have 

grammatically correct syntax, however, they are 

unpredictable semantically. They have no inherent 

meaning, therefore minimize the possibility of deriving 

phonetic information from textual context but the 

speech signal itself, e.g.,  

-میز تیز رفتاری سے بیٹھ گیا  (2)  

mez tezrɑːftɑːriː se bæt gәɑː  

Table- mez speedily- tezrɑːftɑːri case marker-se 

sat: bæt  tense-gәɑ 



 “Table sat down speedily” 

SUS sentences are constructed using high-frequency 

words from language specific lexica. Instead of forced-

choice, subjects are asked to transcribe the sentence as 

they listen. This helps to avoid ceiling effect in 

listeners’ responses. An overall percentage of correct 

recognition is calculated based on the percentage of 

correctly transcribed words per sentence. Higher the 

percentage more intelligible is the synthesized voice. 

One inherent problem with sentence level tests is 

that each sentence can be presented to a subject only 

once during the test [21]. This fact becomes a major 

concern when the purpose of the test is to compare two 

different TTS technologies. In order to avoid learning 

effect, separate SUS test sets have been designed for 

both HTS and US voice synthesis and are shown in 

Table 2. For a fair comparison, the same set of 

vocabulary is used for both test sets. 

 

Table 3 MOS rating scales [14] 

N
a

tu
ra

ln
es

s 

(Q
u

a
li

ty
) 

How do you rate the quality of the sound 

that you just heard? 

1. Bad 

2. Poor 

3. Fair 

4. Good 

5. Excellent 

S
p

ea
k

in
g

 r
a

te
 What was the average speed of delivery? 

1. Much slower 

2. Slower 

3. Normal 

4. Faster 

5. Much faster 

P
ro

n
u

n
ci

a
ti

o
n

 

Did you notice any anomalies in 

pronunciation? 

1. Yes, very annoying 

2. Yes,  annoying Poor 

3. Yes, slightly annoying 

4. Yes, but not annoying 

5. No. 

 

3.1.2. Comprehension Test Intelligibility test 

methods discussed so far focus on the accuracy of 

individual sounds or words, rather than correct 

reception of the underlying message. For some TTS 

applications, such as news readers, it is not required to 

recognize every single phoneme, as long as the 

meaning of whatever is being spoken is understood 

[25]. In comprehension tests, synthesized speech 

sample containing few sentences or paragraph is 

presented to the subject, followed by a questionnaire 

about the content of the passage. Hundred percent 

segmental intelligibility is not needed to answer the 

questionnaire. Two news paragraphs from BBC Urdu 

website were selected for testing Urdu TTS. Topic 

selection was made from the category that is less likely 

to be familiar to most of the listeners such as latest 

research reports from health sciences domain. 

 

3.2. Naturalness Test 
 

The goal of an ideal TTS system is to mimic human 

speech style, so it should also be evaluated against 

overall speech quality parameters, such as speaking 

rate, pronunciation, and naturalness, in addition to 

intelligibility. Naturalness and overall quality of 

synthetic speech are difficult to quantify as they are 

abstract subjective attributes and subjects' may have 

different preferences for these attributes [21]. Mean 

opinion scoring (MOS), recommended in ITU-T Rec. 

P.85 [14], is a most widely used method for speech 

quality evaluations.  

 

Table 4 MOS test set 

Sr. Sentences 

1 

م  ارت کا حج  ج 
 
موعی ت

ن مج  ی  رکی اور اپ ران کے ماب 
 
ا  ۸۔۲۱اس دوران پ ن ڈالر رہ  لی   

 پ

Is d̪o:ra:n t̪ʊrki: ɔr æra:n ke ma:bæn mədʒmu:i:  t̪ədʒarət̪  ka 

hʊdʒəm  a:Th    se  Ikki:s bIljən Dɔlər rəha: 

2 

ا  د عد ر ش پ  و کے ب 
 
ہاں ج ی ہ ے   ج 

 
و سکئ ھی واِو  معدولہ ہ 

و وہ ب  ع ہ 
 
ق  وا

dʒəhɑ̃:  xʊke:  ba:d̪ rəʃ  ja:d̪ vaQəja: ho:   vo:  bhi  va:ve  

məro:la: ho: səkt̪i: hæ. dʒ 

3 

ش ہ ے 

 

دائ ت  خ ی 
 
ت ار
 
 ۱۹۸۰/  ۹/  ۶اس  کی پ

Is ki t̪ari:x pe:d̪a:Iʃ   hæ  tʃe:   no   ʊnni:s   sɔ   əssi: 

4 

ے:  
 
وں کھالڑب وں ن

 
ں  ۲، ۲دوب ں لی  ی 

 
 -وکٹ

d̪o:nõ: khIlaɽIjõ: ne: do: do: vikTẽ:   lĩ: 

5 

واہ 
 
خ
 
ن

 
ہ پ ان  زار رون ے غالوہ   ۲۰ماہ  ں%  ۱۶ہ  طہ کری  وری راب 

 
ے گی ف
 
ان ن دی ج 

 
 ۲ ۴ ۱ ۸ ۲ ۴ ۹ ۴ ۲ ۳ ۰کمی ش

məha:na: t̪ənxa: bi:s  həza:r rʊpe: əla:va: ba:ra: fi:səd̪ kəmi:ʃən 

d̪i: dʒa:e: gi:  fɔ:ri: ra:bət̪a  kərẽ:  do: tʃɑ:r e:k  a:Th do: tʃɑ:r  no  

tʃɑ:r do: t̪i:n sIfər 

6 

ے کل 
 
ا ن
 
ت ا ہ ے  ۱۹:۰۰غلی 

 
اپ چ ے مارکی ٹ ج 

 
 -ت

əli:na: ne kəl ʊnni:s bəje: ma:rkIT dʒa:na: hæ 

7 

ا ہ ے
 
اپ لمہ کہا ج 

ے ک
 
ان ج 
 
ں ف ، ع ، ل کو حرف کی ت لم صرف می 

غ
- 

Ilme sərf mẽ: fe:   æn   la:m   ko:    hərf    ki bədʒa:e kəlma: 

kəha: dʒa:t̪a hæ 

8 

روری 
 
ں ف ور می  ا ۱۴۰۶ الہ  ان آپ 

 
وب طوف

 
 ء کو ج

la:hɔr   mẽ:   fərvəri:    tʃo:d̪a    sɔ   d̪o:  ko:   xu:b   t̪ʊfa:n   a:ja:   

9 

اعت:
 
ت اس

 
ری وف

 
وار   آح

 
روری  ۹اب

 
 ۲۰۱۴پی ایس ٹی ،  ۲۲:۳۵جی ایم ٹی  ۱۷:۳۵ف

a:xəri:   vəQt̪   əʃa:t̪   It̪va:r  no:  fərvəri: sət̪a:ra: sɔ   pænt̪i:s    

dʒi:   æm   Ti:  ba:i:s  sɔ pænt̪i:s pi: æs Ti:   do:   həza:r  tʃɔd̪a 

10 

ں ی  ور  ہ 
ُ
وں  سے د

 
اب ہت سی  لوک داست  کل  لوگ ب   آج 

a:dʒ   kəl   bohət̪   si:    lo:k    d̪a:st̪a:nõ:   se d̪u:r hæ̃: 

 

3.2.1. MOS Test This method is a grading-based 

procedure, where subjects are asked to rate given 

speech samples by asking questions such as “How do 

you rate the quality of the sound that you just heard?” 

and responses are collected on a 5-point scale, where 



high score means better perceived quality. Values from 

1 to 5 are presented with descriptions from “bad” to 

“Excellent”, or similar depending on what is asked. 

Complete range of scales and their descriptions for the 

subjective attributes are presented in Table 3. The 

arithmetic average of scores given by all respondents 

represents mean opinion score (MOS) and TTS 

technologies are ranked accordingly. Meaningful 

sentences covering a wide variety of sentence 

structures, e.g., sentences with definitions, date, time, 

contact numbers, and facts & figures are selected 

(Table 4). 

 

4. Experimental Setup 
 

Total of 23 naïve subjects (3 female, 20 male) aged 

between 18 and 22 participated in the testing process. 

Out of 23 subjects 5 were blind males. Blind’s 

subjects’ response collected and interpreted separately. 

All of them were native Urdu speakers. None of them 

suffered from any hearing problems or dyslexia. All 

subjects participated as volunteers. Experiments were 

conducted under control environment where each 

subject was listening synthesized voices using 

headphones. Urdu TTS was manually optimized for 

pronouns and other mispronounced technical terms. 

The optimization included an adjustment of wrong 

articulated words and an improvement of pauses 

between sentences and paragraphs. 

 

4.1. Procedure 
 

The test was composed of four major sections each 

corresponding to one of the four tests discussed in Sec. 

3. In MOS section, each subject’s screen displays one 

sentence at a time synthesized in both HTS and unit 

selection voices. Voices’ identity was kept hidden from 

the subjects in order to avoid biases. Voices were 

displayed with names like voice A and voice B. 

Subjects were asked to listen to a sentence in both 

voices and rate them according to their naturalness, 

speaking rate, and pronunciation. Each subject was 

given a proper explanation of these terms and meaning 

of rating scale used for voices’ quality.  

In the comprehension section, one paragraph 

synthesized in each voice played one by one. After 

listening paragraphs, respondents were asked to answer 

three questions taken from the paragraph. Subjects 

were allowed to listen to the paragraphs again if they 

need. The third section contains the transcription task 

for SUS sentences. Fourth section consists of 

segmental evolution using DRT and MRT test sets, 

where each respondent has to pick one of the two 

possible options against the played voice. 

 

5. Results and Discussion 
 

5.1. Intelligibility 
 

5.1.1. Segmental Test This sub-section provides 

summarized results of segment level tests for both blind 

and non-blind groups. Table 5 and 6 show that at the 

segmental level, all features (i.e., voicing, Nasality, 

Aspiration and Sibilation) are understood better at 

word-initial place as compared to word-final place for 

both voices (HTS and US). Moreover, US voice 

performs better than HTS voice across most of the 

features except voicing and aspiration. Note: The 

metric reported in Table 5 and 6 is average percentage 

of correctly identified words from the pool of word 

pairs discussed under the heading Segmental Test in 

Sec 3. 

 

Table 5 Segmental test results (in percentage) for 

non-blind group 

 
Non-Blind 

 
HTS US 

 

Word 

Initial 

Word 

Final 

Word 

Initial 

Word 

Final 

Voicing 89.6 65.3 73.5 64.6 

Nasality 97.2 95.1 97.9 95.1 

Aspiration 95.8 51.4 84.5 62.5 

Sibilation 97.9 97.9 100 99.3 

 

 

Table 6 Segmental test results (in percentage) for 

blind group 

 
Blind 

 
HTS US 

 

Word 

Initial 

Word 

Final 

Word 

Initial 

Word 

Final 

Voicing 72.5 67.5 75 63.75 

Nasality 90 97.5 95 95 

Aspiration 77.5 42.5 82.5 52.5 

Sibilation 100 85 97.5 95 

 

5.1.2. Sentence level Test Participants were 

allowed to listen SUS sentences maximum of two 

times. However, most of them played each sentence for 



once only. The obtained measure of intelligibility was 

based on a percentage of correctly recognized words. 

Results for both voices (HTS and US) are summarized 

in the graph shown in Figure 2. According to results, 

intelligibility at word level is better for HTS voice as 

compared to US and this result is consistent among 

both subject groups (blind and non-blind). 

 

5.1.3. Comprehension Test Total of three 

questions were asked per paragraph. Answers to the 

open-ended questions were scored according to a 3-

point scale (0, 0.5, and 1) where 0 points are given to 

incorrect or unanswered responses; partially correct or 

too general, yet not wrong answers are given 0.5 

points; and only correct and specific answers are 

marked with 1 point. Results are summarized in the 

graph shown in Figure 3. Again in this intelligibility 

test HTS voice’s performance is slightly better than US 

voice. 

 
Figure 2 SUS test results. 

 

5.2. Naturalness 
 

For the overall quality rating, subjects were allowed 

to repeat sentences. Mean rating of both voices w.r.t 

naturalness, speaking rate and pronunciation are 

reported in tabular format as shown in Table 7. Entries 

of this table can be interpreted according to MOS 

rating scales described in Table 3. According to both 

(blind and non-blind) groups, US voice is closer to 

human voice as compared to HTS; US voice speaking 

rate is almost normal while HTS’s is slightly faster than 

normal; and pronunciation of US is also better than that 

of HTS voice. 

 

Table 7 MOS test scores. 

 

Naturalness Voice Rate Pronunciation 

 

HTS US HTS US HTS US 

Non-

Blind 
2.89 3.11 3.28 2.81 2.94 3.32 

Blind 2.78 3.22 3.49 3.08 2.94 3.54 

6. Conclusion 
 

From the results it is clear that both synthesized 

voices (HTS and US) are reasonably intelligible for 

humans and most of the respondents easily understood 

the synthesized sentences. Moreover, this work also 

pinpoints the shortcomings of Urdu TTS, e.g., from 

Table 5 and 6 we can see that these voices are weak in 

modeling aspiration feature as compared to nasality 

feature. Improvements of these aspects will be done in 

future work. When it comes to overall intelligibility, 

i.e., how accurately message is understood, HTS 

synthesis approach performs better than US, the reason 

is when pre-recorded speech units are concatenated in 

US approach they get affected by sudden changes in 

pitch values that create distractions for listeners. 

From the naturalness point of view, however, US is 

preferable among both types of subjects (blind and 

non-blind). The reason is that in US approach speech 

waveform is synthesized by concatenating actual 

human voice units while in the case of HTS it is 

generated through statistically trained models. 

Currently the speech corpus used for training is 

annotated at phoneme, word, syllable, stress and break 

index levels only and the prosodic information, which 

is essential for naturalness effect in synthetic speech, 

still has not been incorporated. In future, the prosodic 

structure of Urdu language for various types of 

sentences and role of grammatical and prosodic 

information in the high-quality speech synthesis should 

also be investigated. 

 
Figure 3 Comprehension test results. 
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Appendix A 
 

 

 

Table A - 1 Phonetic characteristics at word initial 

and final 

P
h

o
n

em
ic

 f
ea

tu
re

s 

D
es

cr
ip

ti
o

n
 

consonant 

pairs to 

be tested 

Pairs with 

different 

initial 

consonants 

Pairs with 

different 

final 

consonants 

V
o

ic
in

g
 

v
o

ic
ed

 -
 u

n
v

o
ic

ed
 

/p/-/b/ 

ات   ، پ اتpɑ:t̪/ پ 

bɑ:t̪/ 

 /bɑ:b ، پ اب/bɑ:p پ اپ

ول /po:lب ول  /ɑ:b، آب/ɑ:pآپ    /bo:l، ب 

/ t̪/-/ d̪/ 

ار 
 
  /rәd̪ ، رد /rʊt̪ رت d̪ɑ:r دار - t̪ɑ:r پ

اب
 
 /، داب   /t̪ɑ:b پ

d̪ɑ:b 

 /d̪ɑ:t̪ ، دات /d̪ɑ:d̪ داد

/t/-/d/ 

اٹ
 
،  /tɑ:t پ

 /dɑ:tڈاٹ

اٹ  اڈ  ɑ:t /  ʧ ج   /ʧ ɑ:d  ، ج 

ال
 
 /rod، روڈ/rot روٹ / dɑ:lڈال  - /tɑ:lپ

/ ʧ /-/ʤ/ 

ار ار/ʧ ɑ:r ج  چ /ʤɑ:r ، ج  ج /sәʧ سَ سَ  ،sәʤ 

اٹ اٹ /ʧ ɑ: t  ج   ، ج 

ʤɑ:t/ 

چ
 
ج/bәʧت

 
ت  ،bәʤ/ 

N
as

al
it

y
 

n
as

al
 -

 o
ra

l 

/m/-/b/ 

َل/mɪlمَل  ام /bɪl  ، پ 
 
اب  /t̪ɑ:m پ

 
  /t̪ɑ:b ، پ

ول /molمول  /ɑ:b  آب - /ɑ:mآم  /bol، ب 

/m/-/p/ 

ان /mɑ:n  مان    ، پ 

pɑ:n/     

 /k ɪp ، کَپ /k ɪmکَم

 /ɑ:m آم - /ɑ:pآپ  /mol، مول/polب ول 

/n/-/ t̪/ 

ان
 
ان/nɑ:n  پ

 
  t̪ ɑ:n ، پ

  

   /rɑ: t̪ ، رات /rɑ:nران

ال
 
ال/nɑl پ

 
ان /t̪ɑl  ، پ  /pat̪ ، پ ات/pɑn پ 

/n/-/ d̪/ 

ام
 
  ، دامm/  nɑ:پ

d̪ɑ:m/  

ان اد /bɑ:nپ   /bɑ: d̪، پ 

ال
 
َن  /d̪ɑ:l  ، دالnɑ:l    پ َد/bɪnی     / bɪd̪ ، پ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table A - 2 Phonetic characteristics at word initial 

and final 

P
h

o
n

em
ic

 f
ea

tu
re

s 

D
es

cr
ip

ti
o

n
 

consonant 

pairs to 

be tested 

Pairs with 

different 

initial 

consonants 

Pairs with 

different 

final 

consonants 

A
sp

ir
at

io
n

 

A
sp

ir
at

ed
 -

 N
o

n
-A

sp
ir

at
ed

 

/p/-/ pʰ/ 

ٹ  ھ  /bɑ:p پ اپ /pʰәt   ، ب ھٹt/    pәی  اب   /bɑ:pʰ ، پ 

ل  
ھل/pәlپ  

ب
 ،   pʰәl/      - 

/b/-/ bʰ/ 

ال    ھال /bɑ:lپ   ، ب 

bʰɑ:l/    

ھ، /lobلوب   /lo bʰ، لوب 

ھات/bɑ:tپ ات  /ɑ:t ،  ب 

bʰ 

ھ/gɑ:bگاب  :bʰ gɑ، گاب 

/ ʧ/-/ ʧh / 

اپ ھاپ  /ʧɑ:p  ج   ، چ 

    ɑ:p/hʧ 

چ ھ ʊʧm/ مُ  hʊʧm/   ، مچ 

ی ڑ ڑ ɽi ʧ /     چ  ھی  اچ    ɽi hʧ  /،  چ  ھ ʧ/ ɑ:p   پ  اچ   hʧ ɑ:p/، پ 

/ d̪/-/ d̪h / 

ی    
 
ی     /:d̪ɑ:niدان

 
 ، دھان

     ɑ:ni:/hd̪ 

د دھ   d̪ɪŊs/سگت     hd̪ɪŊs  ، سگت 

/  

 ، دھات /d̪ɑ:d̪ دات   

/d̪ɑ:hd̪ 

  hd̪ɪg/، گدھd̪ɪg/گِد 

S
ib

il
at

io
n

 

si
b

il
at

ed
 -

 u
n

si
b

il
at

ed
 

/ ʧh/-/K/ 

ھال  ، کال ɑ:l/ hʧچ 

kɑ:l/ 

ھ ِچ 
 
 k/ɪb، پ ِک hɪʧb /ت

ھان ،  n/ɑ:hʧچ 

 /kɑ:nکان

ھ اچ  اک hɑ:ʧb /پ   k/ ɑ:b، پ 

/Z/ - / t̪h / 

ھالl/ɑ:zزال
 
ھ  z/ɑ:sساز  l/ɑ: ht̪، ب

 
 ht̪ɑ: s /، ساب

م
َ
ھَم m/әzز

 
ب
 ،әm/ht̪  ز

َ
ھz/әrر

 
ب
َ
 ht̪әr /، ر

/S/-/ t̪/ 

 h/t̪ɑ: s، ساتs/ɑ:sساس /t̪ɑ:s ، طاس/sɑ:sساس

ان /sɑ:nسان
 
 /rɑ: t̪، رات/rɑ:sراس /t̪ɑ:n ، پ

/ʃ/-/k/ 

ام
 
وش /kɑ:m، کام/ʃɑ:m س

 
وک/ noʃب

 
 /nok، ب

ان
 
اک /kɑ:n، کان/ʃɑ:nس

 
اش/ʃɑ:k س

 
 /ʃɑ:ʃ ،  س

 


